
Fly of the Month                             The Damsel Nymph 

 
Hook       :-   Long shank 10-12, Kamasan B830 or similar 
 

Tail          :-   Olive marabou fibres,  hook shank length 
 

Rib           :-   Gold or siver flat tinsel 
 

Body         :-  Olive dubbing,  possum or hare’s ear 
 

Wing case :-  Slip of turkey wing  
 

Eyes          :-  Bead chain, burnt mono or similar  
   
Beard        :-  Olive marabou fibres 

 

The nymph of the damsel fly is characterised the long, slender, prominently segmented body and 

large eyes.  A good imitation emphasises these features, rather like a caricature does of a politician. 
 

There are quite a few materials in the average damsel nymph imitation but it isn’t really a difficult 

fly to tie. I usually start with the eyes. In the one above the eyes are plastic bead chain but burnt 

monofilament line could be used or, if you want more weight, metal bead chain. Tie them on just 

back from the eye of the hook with a few figure eight turns and seal the turns with a drop or two of 

head cement to stop them rolling round the hook. Take your thread to the bend and tie in some 

strands of marabou fibres and the ribbing tinsel. If you want to add weight you could use heavy 

wire for the ribbing. Apply dubbing material to the thread and dub the body to just behind the eyes. 

Wind the ribbing forward and tie it off. Tie in a small slip of turkey wing and then apply a little 

more dubbing figure eight fashion between the eyes finishing with your thread in front. Pull the 

turkey wing slip over between the eyes and tie it down. Rotate your vice or turn the fly over in the 

jaws and tie in a bunch of marabou fibres as a beard hackle. Finish the fly with a small cemented 

head. 

  
 

 

            

 

 

 
                                                                       The natural                                                   

                                                                                                                               Alan Taylor                                                                                  

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 


